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ABSTRACT

Physical rehabilitation typically requires therapists to make
judgements about patient movement and functional
improvement using subjective observation. This process
makes it challenging to quantitatively track, compute and
predict long-term patient improvement. We therefore
propose a novel methodical approach to the standardized and
interpretable quantification of patient movement during
rehabilitation. We describe the expert-led development of a
movement assessment rubric and an accompanying
quantitative rating system. We present our movement
capture and annotation computational tools designed to
implement the rubric and assist therapists in the quantitative
documentation and assessment of rehabilitation. We describe
results from a movement capture study of the tool with nine
stroke survivors and a movement rating study with four
therapists. Findings from these studies highlight potential
optimal methodical process paths for individuals engaged in
capturing, understanding and predicting human movement
performance.
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INTRODUCTION

With the aging of the global population [7], there is an
increasing need for effective and accessible rehabilitation
services for debilitating illnesses and injury such as stroke
[18]. Stroke is the leading cause of long-term disability in the
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United States, with approximately 800,000 people
experiencing a stroke each year [8]. Mortality rates have
decreased in the past two decades as a result of better control
of vascular risk factors [28, 38]. This in turn means that there
is a substantial increase in the number of stroke survivors,
making stroke management a significant therapeutic,
financial, and social challenge. Large-scale studies point to
the effectiveness of long-term rehabilitation therapy in
facilitating recovery [22, 53]. While the majority of recovery
is reported to take place in the first three months after stroke
[51], there is a growing body of research that indicates that
recovery, particularly of the upper extremity, can also occur
many years after stroke [21], particularly within the context
of learning adaptation strategies [1, 33]. However, the costs,
availability of facilities and experts, as well as transportation
to clinical facilities on a regular basis over an extended time
period, limit the amount of supervised therapy that stroke
survivors can receive in the clinic [15].
Technology assisted rehabilitation therapy is proposed as a
potentially key cost-effective avenue for improving health
and wellness outcomes, as a supplement to, or even as the
primary mode, of therapy delivery [3, 2, 36]. Precise
movement data acquisition and analysis with computational
tools could assist therapists in the automated assessment and
evidence-based customization of rehabilitation. In addition,
this approach could support the efficient semi-automated
delivery of treatment at the home at scale [6]. However, there
are several key challenges that need to be addressed in order
to realize these promising outcomes.
Clinical rehabilitation measurement tests such as FuglMeyer [18], Action Research Arm Test [37], or the Wolf
Motor Function Test [53] are largely observational in nature
[39]. These scaled assessment tests focus on function, which
is understandable given that both providers and payers
(insurance companies and Medicare/Medicaid Centers) are
primarily interested in recovery of function. Therapists
cannot provide detailed interpretations of their ratings when
using these clinical tests. The therapist provides an overall
rating of function based on their observation and informed

by their prior experience, but they cannot directly indicate
how function changes and why. Even highly trained
clinicians cannot attend to the totality of complex
pathological movement or compare such observations to a
normative value, which creates significant variation in rating
assessments [12]. This means that there is a lack of detailed,
standardized and interpretable assessment data that can
support evidence-based adaptation of therapy and the
training of semi-automated therapy systems.
Our key contribution is the process developed by our
interdisciplinary team of designers, engineers, and clinicians
in crafting a series of methodical steps aimed at moving
towards realizing standardized and quantified movement
assessment during therapy. Working closely with therapists,
rehabilitation experts, and stroke survivors, we began by
defining a set of standardized rehabilitation activities that
are translatable to activities of daily living (ADL). These
activities are designed to be easy to document and analyze,
and significantly extendable to support long-term adaptive
training in the clinic or the home. We then developed a
simple and robust capture tool for these rehabilitation
activities that is straightforward for therapists and patients to
use in the clinic. The data captured by that tool provided the
basis for expert therapists to then develop a standardized and
interpretable assessment rubric to provide the processes and
operational definitions of terms used to evaluate movement
quality and inform rating assessment. The rating rubric is
based on a segmentation vocabulary encapsulating all of the
activities. This segmentation vocabulary comprises the
operational definitions of each movement segment and the
most significant movement features associated with each
segment. To bring these assessment ideas into practice, we
finally developed an annotation tool to assist therapists in the
interpretation and standardized quantified rating of the
movement through the application of the assessment rubric.
We briefly describe results from a study with nine stroke
survivors and a team of therapists in evaluating the set of
standardized rehabilitation activities, and in capturing data of
upper extremity movement. Following this, we detail a
sequence of in-situ workshops and online meeting sessions
where we worked with five therapists on the development of
the assessment rubric. We also describe a study with four
occupational and physical therapists evaluating our
assessment and annotation tool through rating sessions of
captured data.
Findings from these studies highlight the importance of
extensive rater experience in developing standardized
approaches and the sensitizing effect of exposure to the
support tool in reducing assessment bias and increasing
standardization of assessment by therapists. Our findings
also lead us to suggest design guidelines for developing
interfaces requiring assessment precision, and possible best
practices for surfacing hidden assessment intuitions that can
lead to interpretable movement ratings. Our work here
applies to a specific rehabilitation context, but we believe

that it can also apply to other health contexts such as knee
replacement (Total Knee Arthroplasty (TKA)). With TKA
patients for example, the lower extremity compensatory
patterns that are used to address muscle weakness and
residual discomfort result in highly variable movement
patterns and therefore present similar challenges for
therapeutic interpretation and intervention
[48, 56].
Standardized quantitative methods, processes and tools
could assist in this rehabilitation context and also other areas
where the robust automated capture and evaluation of human
performance is important including education, safety and
security, mediated arts performance, and the human control
of complex operations.
PRIOR WORK
Upper extremity stroke rehabilitation

Almost 80% of stroke survivors experience some form of
upper extremity weakness after acute stroke and functional
recovery can be limited due to the complexity of limb
management post stroke [32]. Physical and occupational
therapy training built on motor learning principles (e.g.
distributed practice of exercises with repetition and
variability) has demonstrated increased likelihood of
recovery [29]. Here, the therapist is the daily driver of the
clinical recovery plan, beginning with a detailed clinical
assessment of the patient’s functional capacity using a
toolbox of measures [18, 37, 53]. Following assessment, a
therapy plan is created that typically includes a variety of
physical activities such as strength training, range of motion
exercises, and dexterity and bimanual training.
Technology assisted rehabilitation therapy has the potential
to greatly expand the ability of the therapist to impact
patients. There are a diverse variety of promising technology
assisted systems currently in development, including virtual
and augmented reality systems [16, 41], robotic assist
systems [43], tangible systems [4], wearable sensors [17, 47],
and computer vision techniques [44, 49]. Several of these
systems seek to address key issues including attempting to
replicate the functions of the therapist in an automated
system or implementing adaptive rehabilitation through low
cost systems. However, the lack of standardized
understanding of how and why function changes limits the
effectiveness any approach in adaptive long-term therapy at
scale [5, 42]. The complexity of the assessment problem
indicates that technology alone cannot solve it - rather it
requires a socio-technical approach driven by iterative,
human-centered design.
Rehabilitation movement capture and analysis

Prior work shows that tracking and analyzing low-level
kinematics during rehabilitation training in the clinic can
result in an automated assessment of performance that is
highly correlated with expert assessment [10, 46, 50].
However, detailed tracking of movement through markerbased capture [19] or complex exoskeletons [43] is costly,
complex, and obtrusive. For example, data gloves may not
fit those with hand contractures or joint inflammation,

especially among stroke survivors, and markers on hands can
hinder performance of detailed functional activities [23].
Furthermore, different low-level features are known to work
for different types of movement quality assessment and a
combination of different sensors may be needed to acquire
the right features. Finally, complex technological systems
are challenging for the therapists to use and are rarely part of
their educational curriculum, thus they are not widely
adopted [11].
For several years, the relatively inexpensive Kinect camera
tracking system supported multiple promising rehabilitation
systems [24, 44, 52] but with manufacturing of the Kinect
discontinued, together with other use-case criticisms [49],
alternative low-cost movement capture approaches are
needed. Tracking of performance through a small array of
video cameras (up to 2 cameras) is low cost, low effort, and
unobtrusive, but does not produce reliable tracking of all
necessary low- level kinematics [45]. Similar issues with
tracking reliability are noted also in some tangible systems
where the unique movement profile of each patient creates
challenges in terms of detecting movement and counting task
repetitions [34]. Tradeoffs are therefore required in terms of
developing a movement capture system that is effective,
relatively inexpensive, and straightforward to install and
operate.
Rehabilitation movement assessment

A key stroke rehabilitation challenge is deciding what the
therapist and/or the support system should monitor and pay
attention to during therapy activities. The performance of an
activity is influenced by a large number of parameters
including physical ability [20], cognitive state [12],
neurological function, and personal and environmental
factors. As it is practically impossible to measure and attend
to all such factors, simplified classification approaches are
required for discriminating and assessing activity behaviors.
Despite the existence of validated clinical measures such as
the Wolf Motor Function Test [53] and the Fugl-Meyer [18],
a lack of consensus remains among physical therapists
regarding the standardized, quantitative and interpretable
evaluation of movement quality components and the
influence of such components on overall functional ability
[29, 36]. In practice, therapists typically select which
components to focus on based on their individual experience
[25] and training, rather than a standardized ontology of
component level labels for movement quality [54]. These
factors contribute to the lack of large scale standardized
interpretable assessment data that can be used for the
evidence based adaptation of therapy or for training semiautomated rehabilitation systems to reproduce both a
complex therapy experience and a reliable approach for
movement quality assessment.
METHOD

We present here our multistep iterative approach in
developing a methodical process for standardizing i) a
movement assessment rubric, ii) a rubric implementation

protocol, and iii) a therapist support tool to assist with the
quantified annotation of movement videos. Our methodical
approach originates deep within the therapeutic practice we
aim to support. This approach is human-centered in that it
places the rehabilitation experts and the particularities of
their practice in the foreground, in order to ascertain how and
when a computational support tool might be helpful.
Standardizing rehabilitation activities and objects

Our team has conducted embedded ethnographic work with
rehabilitation experts specializing in the therapy of the upper
extremity of stroke survivors for over 12 years [5, 9, 14, 26,
35]. This observational work, conducted in hospitals, clinics,
and research labs across multiple different projects, revealed
that therapists use a limited set of training exercises and a
limited set of training objects during therapy (e.g. reach for
a cup, fold a towel, brush hair etc.). These exercises and
objects are typically structured so as to generalize to many
activities of daily living (ADLs). The therapists explained
that this optimizes the limited training time available for each
patient (maximum two hourly sessions a week during
recovery) by constraining the training while still having
generalizable outcomes. While the sets of objects we
observed were limited, the process for selection and
inclusion of an object in a training session did not follow a
standardized process.
Given the critical focus on translatable learning during
rehabilitation training [30, 42], there is a need for a set of
objects to systematically relate to as many types of ADLs as
possible. This creates efficiencies in terms of cost and
production, while also opening up a potential creative
problem-solving space with regards to how the objects might
relate and integrate with one another [55]. The set of
activities performed with the objects need to scale in
complexity, whereby different subsets can be used for
different levels of impairment or different stages of training.
The set of objects also need to be limited so as to facilitate
standardized assessment, but also extendable so they can
support long-term therapy and be potentially acceptable to
the wider community of therapists and patients [26].
In addition, the movement of these objects, and the
relationship between the patient and the moving objects need
to be easily and consistently documented through a userfriendly capture interface (i.e. 1-2 low cost video cameras
connected to a tablet computer). Here a constrained and
standardized set of activities and objects that are easily
captured can help reduce the human and computational
challenge for assessment (and potentially facilitate low-cost
semi-automated therapy).
Designing a set of standardized activities and objects

The rehabilitation experts and industrial designers on our
team worked together on this standardization challenge.
Elements of this work are presented in a TEI 2019 work in
progress paper [26], which just focused on the iterative
design of the objects themselves and the response of the
therapists and patients (the same participants as in this study)

to the objects. Here we extend our brief description of that
work by introducing the design of the capture tool, the
movement activities and relationship of the objects to the
therapy activities, and the assessment rubric and annotation
tool.
The rehabilitation team proposed 12 movement activities
ranging from reach an object; to reach and grasp an object;
to reach and grasp and transport an object(s); and finally to
reach and grasp and manipulate an object(s). The 12
activities were designed to map to important activities of
daily living (ADLs) including eating, drinking, putting on
clothes, personal hygiene, and typical household chores.
Table 1 lists the ADL mappings for each of the training
activities, which increase in complexity from 1 – 12.
1. Press a button
7. Write with a pen
2. Grasp a handle

8. Zip up a jacket

3. Take a drink

9. Put arm in a jacket sleeve

4. Pick up a fork

10. Close a lid

5. Pull a door handle

11. Screw the lid on a jar

6. Tidy objects by stacking

12. Fold a towel

Table 1. The ADLs mapped to the 12 training activities.

The next challenge was designing a modular and easily
capturable set of objects for realizing these activities.
Building on the set of commonalities identified across
different movement related gold standards (described in our
prior publication [25]) and on insights derived from other
tangible systems [4, 13, 26], the team produced a series of
six objects. The objects, depicted in Figure 1, are intended to
be perceived as having a variety of affordances [40],
meaning each can be grasped and manipulated in a variety of
ways. They aim to approximate objects encountered in the
home (e.g. the purple object could be used as an iron or
perhaps as the handle on a fridge), yet are strange enough
that they may require some cognitive effort to work out how
to approach and manipulate them. The objects can be stacked
or screwed into each other, and are 3D printed using a
combination of hard PLA and soft NinjaFlex material.
The training activities make use of the objects to
approximate the ADLs in Table 1. For example, from
screwing the screw top into the base object (“Screw the lid
on a jar”; to moving the hourglass object in sweeping circles
(“Write with a pen”); to extending an arm in between two
objects “Put arm in a jacket sleeve”).
Performing and capturing the standardized activities

Working with the therapists, we developed a simple two
camera set-up connected to a tablet computer that capture
activities from angles representing where the therapists on
our team typically like to stand or sit during therapy. One
video camera positioned beside the participant captures a
sagittal side-view of the shoulders and torso, while a table-

Figure 1. Three base objects, one flat top, one screw top, and
one soft top.

mounted video camera focuses on the wrist and fingers
during manipulation and transportation activities.
The tablet is placed on a custom designed mat, with etchings
on it denoting the range of the activity space (full capture
setup is shown in Figure 3). We created an easy-to-use
capture tool to deliver the activity protocol on the tablet and
initiate recording on the cameras (Figure 2 depicts our
current version of the capture application interface). The
patient manages the “running” of the training, using their
unaffected limb to navigate through the protocol on the
tablet. This setup requires minimal assistance from the
therapist in the clinic, which can be further refined for
unassisted use in the home.
The capture tool first presents an introductory video
explaining the activities to be performed and the related
object setup (Fig. 2a). The patient is then invited to examine
the objects and “rehearse” a number of the assigned activities
as a warm up exercise. By allowing them to rehearse with
the system, the patient can become more familiar with the
interface features in a relaxed manner. Once the activity
study begins, the patient is instructed on the object selection
and object placement for the first activity (Fig. 2b). The
patient then watches a video of the assigned activity being
performed. When they are ready, they are first reminded to
sit back in their chair with feet on the ground (Fig. 2c), then
they “tap” the yellow screen and begin the activity (Fig. 2d).
When they complete the activity, they tap the complete
activity screen. For each of the 12 activities, they are asked
to perform them four times to the best of their ability. For
the purposes of this pilot study, at the end of each set of four,
the patient is presented with a short multiple choice question
which asks if the activity reminds them of any of three
activities (e.g. press a button, pick up a phone, close a
container etc.), which includes the intended mapped activity,
an activity from the MAL, and an unrelated general activity.
Pilot Study and Data Capture

We conducted a pilot study to evaluate the activities, objects
and capture system, and to also capture video data of the
selected activities. The study took place at the Emory

agreed with the intended ADL mapping [26].The patients
also agreed on the “ramping” up of the activities in terms of
complexity as they moved through the activities. For
participants with less impairment, the rising complexity
occurred not as much in the physical domain, but in the
cognitive. For example, P7 (mild impairment) stated in the
debrief interview: “It didn’t challenge my strength but it did
challenge my pea brain (laughs). Remembering what to do
was - the further we got into it, the more I had to think, which
is real good for me. It’s the deeper I got into it, the more it
went from the physical to the brain.”
Figure 2. Screenshots of the current capture interface showing
the introductory video screen, object selection and setup screen,
a correct posture reminder screen, and the screen to start the
activity and begin recording

Rehabilitation Hospital in Atlanta, Georgia and involved
nine stroke survivors. Two women and seven men
participated in the collection process; two with moderate
impairment and seven with mild to moderate impairment
after stroke. The definition of mild stroke impairment for
patient inclusion in the study was an upper extremity FuglMeyer score of greater than 55, while a Fugl-Meyer score
between
30-55
determined
moderate
stroke
impairment. Three of the patients attended three capture
sessions each over a two-month period, while the remaining
six patients completed one session. The data collection
process was approved by our Emory Hospital Institute
Review Board and the patients were compensated for their
travel expenses to the hospital and for their time ($50 per trial
session). The patients were informed that this was not a
clinical trial or a formal rehabilitation session, but rather a
data capture session with an experimental setup. The data
collection sessions were supervised directly by a physical
therapist, and observed by the rehabilitation expert and the
development team.
Study Results

Six of the participants were able to complete all four
repetitions of each of the twelve activities, while three of the
more moderately impaired participants struggled to complete
the more complex movement activities. Different patient
profiles (e.g. level of impaired sensation, increased
spasticity, limitations in shoulder range of motion etc.)
influenced the abilities of the participants to engage with
some of the objects. In those cases, the therapist intervened
in the recording session, and used the menu feature in the
application to move to a different activity. Three sessions
were also not fully completed because the capture process
took longer than anticipated and the participants had to leave.
Overall, we recorded 618 distinct activity attempts by the
nine participants.
The patients had different understandings about the possible
connections between the 12 activities and their intended
related activity of daily living, but overall, for at least ten of
the activities, the majority of the patients recognized and

Figure 3. A team member combines two objects to screw them
together during system testing

In another of the daily debrief sessions after data collection,
the supervising therapist noted that because each of the
patients had different grasp abilities, they might agree that
the exercise mapped to some activity, but it was possibly
very different from what our development team were
imagining. This presents an opportunity for working and codesigning with patients in customizing objects based on their
abilities, perceptions, and goals. The participants in our study
offered many suggestions for additional activities and
objects to include such as drying with a towel, opening a lock
with a key, and cutting with a knife.
We wanted to build on this feedback and also further probe
the limitations of our standardization approach. We created
an online survey and recruited three other therapists (and the
original supervising therapist) to participate. In the
interactive survey, the therapists watched the 12 activity
instruction videos and were asked the same multiple choice
question as the participants in the study. They were also
asked to suggest any important activities that our set of 12
was missing. The majority of the therapists linked the
intended ADL to the depicted one for nine of the activity
videos. In addition, they also suggested including a
cutting/eating activity, buttoning a shirt, and opening a lock
as additional activities to include. In response we created an
interlocking chopstick-like object, and a lock/key
mechanism for consideration in the next stage of our work
(see Figure 4). We are also creating a hairbrush type object
in response to P1 who wondered why we didn’t include any

above-the-shoulder activities. This brings our current set of
objects to 9 with 15 accompanying activities.

are interconnected parts of every reach and touch/grasp
activity and are thus grouped together.

Figure 5. Diagram depicting the five potential movement stages
for the training activities in our system

Figure 4. Current set of modular rehabilitation objects
including three base objects, two top objects, one button, and
two object sets for bimanual manipulation.

With a captured dataset in hand from the Emory study, we
next progressed to the vital stage of developing a
standardized interpretation approach for assessing upper
extremity movement. This necessitated both defining a
segmentation methodology for the activity components, and
an assessment rubric for evaluating the overall activity,
together with the activity segments. We began drafting our
approach during the pilot study based initially on our
observations of the therapists and extensive discussions with
the rehabilitation expert on our team.
Standardized segmentation vocabulary

Our segmentation approach grew from an observation about
a key generalizing technique used by expert rehabilitation
therapists. To achieve the generalizability of a limited set of
activities to many more activities of daily living, they use an
implicit segmentation of the activities into types of segments
that hold true across all the activities. For example, they look
at the characteristics of initiation or termination of movement
across all different types of activities. Expressing all of the
rehabilitation activities as permutations of a limited set of
segment types can potentially assist the therapist in more
concise measurement and assessment of the activities. We
worked closely with the rehabilitation experts on our team to
try and take an implicit (and noisy) segment codification, and
turn it into an explicit and standardized representation that
can be captured using minimal low cost computing
infrastructure and can be manipulated by both humans and
computers. This resulted in representing the standardized
segment vocabulary through a state machine that can express
all activities through different paths between the states.
Figure 5 depicts the five movement segments and potential
paths in between that can represent our 15 current activities
(and which can easily be extended). The first three
movement stages (Initiation, Progression, and Termination)

After the termination movement, there are multiple possible
movement paths depending on the exercise. For example, the
sixth exercise in our sequence involves stacking an object on
top of another object, pausing, and then removing it again. It
is represented by the sequence: Initiation, Progression,
Termination/IPT (reach out and grasp object A); Manipulate
&Transport/M&TR (pick up object A and place it on object
B); Release & Return/R&R (let go of object A and return
hand to the starting position).
Standardized assessment rubric for interpretable ratings

The expert therapists on our team created a preliminary draft
of the standardized assessment rubric. Table 3 depicts the
most significant movement features for each segment
identified in the segmentation vocabulary (first two rows in
Table 3), The rubric provides rules for assessing each activity
segment based on the evaluation of the key movement
features per segment and rules for assessing the performance
of the complete activity (i.e. was the assigned transportation
of the object completed). It also provides rules for combining
the scores of the segments and the assessment of the
performance of the activity into an overall score of 1, 2, or 3.
Limiting the available ratings to 3-4 numbers (0-3 or 1-3) is
a well-established practice in stroke rehabilitation movement
assessment tools (i.e. WMFT, ARAT) as it facilitates
training of therapists in using the tool and efficient
implementation of the rating. The main difference however
with our rubric is that every overall score can be connected
to detailed elements of movement function.
The rubric also establishes four operational definitions of
terms used to evaluate movement quality and inform rating.
Appropriate is defined as “the range, direction, and timing of
the movement component for the training activity compared
to that expected for the less impaired upper extremity.” Digit
positioning is defined by “the volitional placement of
relevant digits is representative of what would normally be
expected for the activity.” Trunk sway means “the forward
(translational) movement of the torso is appropriate for the
activity. Finally, aperture means “the positioning of
separation between the thumb pad and index finger pad is
what is normally expected for the activity.”

Table 3. The assessment rubric including important movement quality elements and the overall and the segment rating scales.

The development team created a simple annotation tool to
present the captured activity videos to therapists for
assessment using the standardized rating rubric. The
prototype tool was developed in preparation for a weekend
workshop with the visiting rehabilitation expert team. The
tool has a web application fronted developed using a Node.js
framework and a MongoDB backend database. Our current
version of the tool interface is depicted in Figure 6. In the
tool, footage from both camera angles is displayed to the
therapists to allow observation of torso/shoulder movement
and arm/hand/digit movement. The navigation buttons at the
top of the screen allow the rater to move linearly through the
segments in an activity, with the significant segment features
presented below for labeling. The annotation tool provides
the rater with the functionality to assign each complete
activity, and each activity segment, a score of 1, 2, or 3.
Rating Workshop

The two-day workshop took place at Virginia Tech with the
goal of solidifying our thinking on the rubric and assessment
approach. The primary intent of this initiative was to evaluate
and refine the preliminary segmentation vocabulary and
assessment rubric and also to assess the efficacy of the rating
interface. We invited four rehabilitation therapists (two
occupational, two physical) to participate in the workshop, in
addition to our rehabilitation medicine expert who
participated in a consultancy role. Two of the therapists were
approximately mid-career, while the other two therapists had
considerably more experience.
Our team segmented the captured video data for uploading
into the rating interface, using the segmentation vocabulary
developed by the expert therapists. The experts also
proposed a coverage plan for selecting videos of specific

participants (variety of impairment profiles) and presenting
them in a particular order to facilitate training at the
workshop. This segmentation was done by hand, with team
members watching the videos and then inputting the start and
stop timecodes for each segment into the backend database
of the rating tool. In total, 66 complete training activities and
their individual segments were prepared for the workshop.
The development team organized the videos into three rating
“sessions” (Session I, II, III) and also created a practice
session to assist with training. This practice session
comprised six videos of three different participants
attempting the same two activities (the simple activity 2 and
the more challenging activity 11). The purpose of this set was
to provide an opportunity for the therapists to collaboratively
rate the videos as a group and in so doing, familiarize
themselves with the rubric, the rating interface, and the
activities depicted in the videos. Rating Session I contained
12 videos of one mildly impaired patient completing the 12
activities in ascending order of challenge, and 12 videos of
one mild-moderate patient also completing the 12 activities
in order. The purpose here was to provide the therapist raters
with an overall sense of the progression of the activities as
completed by patients with different levels of impairment.
Rating Session II contained 24 different videos sampled
across all of the nine participants and with the videos again
presented in order from activity 1 to activity 12 (twice). The
purpose here was to see the potential ordering influence of
the videos across and between participants. Rating Session
III contained 24 different videos sampled across all the
participants, and with the videos presented in randomized
activity order.

Workshop Outcomes

Most of the in-situ workshop time ultimately ended up
dedicated to detailed and extensive discussion about the
assessment rubric, and in particular, the most significant
movement features to consider for each activity segment.
This long discussion was nonetheless essential as it
reinforced the complexity of the problem at the level of
movement quality interpretation. Ultimately, this meant that
the therapists only managed to complete the group practice
session and Rating Session I before the workshop ended.
Based on review of the videos and extensive discussion, the
expert therapists were satisfied with the segmentation
approach. However, the assessment rubric was more
extensively refined, in response to the review of the first 18
activity videos and their segments by the experts. A careful
balance needed to be orchestrated between the level of detail
(number of movement feature labels) and the desire not to
overwhelm the rating therapists with options. Over the
course of the two days, the set of significant features was
focused and constrained, with no more than four possible
movement features assigned per movement segment. The
annotation tool managed to provide the therapists with a
concrete way of “practicing” the assessment process in a
discursive and reflective forum. Moving forward, our team
wanted to preserve this reflective feedback look between the
expert therapists and the tool developers.
Refining the assessment process

Following the workshop, our team created a more refined
version of the annotation tool (see Fig. 6). This online
version allows therapists in remote locations to view and rate
the videos. This more robust web application included
additional features including presenting the activity
instruction video alongside the two camera angles of the
participant videos; adding the ability for therapists to add
comments and flag technical problems; providing a tabbed
navigation scheme to move through the video segments; and
adding a progress bar so the therapists would have a better
sense of their progress status in a particular rating session.
Over the course of almost four weeks, the four therapists
logged repeatedly onto the secure online application hosted
at our institution. Once logged in, they were directed to begin
rating the videos in Rating Session II. The videos themselves
were stored on encrypted external hard drives that were sent
by registered mail to each participating therapist. The
annotation pulled the stored videos into the browser for
viewing, but only the rating data was transferred back to our
host server. This was done in order to protect the privacy and
security of the patient data as per the permissions in our IRB
protocol. Using this version of the tool the therapists were
assigned to rate 72 patient activities for a total of 240 ratings.
Rating results

Our approach in analyzing the assessment process began at
the level of examining the overall activity score, followed by
examining the individual activity segment scores.

Figure 6. Screengrab of the online annotation tool showing the
interface for rating the “total” score for an activity.

In both Session I and II, the four therapists were in full
agreement for seven of the 24 rated activities in each session
(for a total of 14 full agreements across 48 ratings). In
Session I, three therapists agreed on one rating for 15
activities and the remaining therapist provided a +/-1 rating
from the rating of the other three. In session I there were two
instances where the four therapists split evenly across two
ratings. In Session II, there were seven instances where three
therapists agreed on one rating and the remaining therapist
provided a +/-1 rating. There were also seven instances
where the four therapists split evenly across two ratings.
Finally, there were three instances where all three ratings
were given by different therapists.
We observed several items of note in the rating data across
Sessions I and II . It is possible to discern the signature styles
of the therapists from the rating data. T1 rates the movement
quality in a relatively lenient way compared to the other
therapists. The ratings by T1 are higher than the mode rating
for an activity in nine of the 48 instances. T2, the therapist
with the most experience, is very consistent in their rating
and disagreed with the mode in only two of the 48 activities.
Similarly, T3, the next most experienced therapist only
disagreed with the mode in four of the 48 instances. T4 was
the youngest therapist and their ratings are more mixed,
demonstrating variance from the mode both over and under
on multiple occasions.
In Session II, the therapists rated training activities from all
nine different participants. For the study patients rated
highest and lowest on the Fugl-Meyer measure, there was
greater agreement among the therapist raters. However for
patients scoring more in the middle of the Fugl-Meyer range,
we observed much greater variety in rating scores across
therapists. We also note that rating disagreements become
even more apparent at the level of the segment. For example,
inter-rater consistency calculated using Krippendorf Alpha
[31] is a=.608 for the overall activity scores, but drops to
a=.45 for the individual segment scores.
In the spirit of fostering a reflective forum for our team of
experts, we therefore wanted to surface the reasons why the
therapists were in disagreement on certain ratings and
determine if the problem was being generated by the
therapist, the study participants, the rated activity, or the

annotation tool itself. We needed their expert input again to
help direct the next stage of iteration.
Rating Data Interpretation

We created a multi-part online survey for the four therapists
and our rehabilitation expert, with sections on rating
patient/activity order, impact of patient impairment profiles,
interpretation of the disagreement in rating scores, and
impact of therapist training and experience. The survey also
presented the therapists with examples of the split (2X2) and
1, 2, 3 inter-rater disagreements for comment. The therapists
were asked if they expected or were surprised about the
increased level of disagreement when rating segments and
when rating different participants, and asked for suggestions
as to how to optimize the order and presentation of the
activity videos for improving interrater reliability.
T1 noted “It was difficult and somewhat unnatural as a
therapist to break down movement to the degree that we
were, especially between the initiation of movement to the
progression of movement. It is very difficult to determine
when initiation stops and progression begins, so it would not
surprise me to have much variability there.” The challenge
of rating segments was corroborated by similar comments by
the other therapists. This expert input, along with the
observed drop in interrater consistency at the segment level,
confirms a core assessment challenge presented in our
introduction. Even expert therapists are not able to
consistently observe all detailed movement parameters of an
activity performance [54].
T4 pointed to an order effect for the drop of interrater
consistency. Rating all activities of one patient as a block (as
in Session I) is easier that rating individual activities of
different patients in mixed order (as in Session II). T4 also
noted that “mixing the order may still help generalize rating
approaches” and added that handling mixed order with
greater consistency would “require further clarification and
training for rater.” The suggested requirement of additional
training along with enhanced instructions was also repeated
by several of the therapists in responses in multiple sections.
All therapists concurred that greater exposure to rating
offline using repeated views of videos (as compared to
therapists rating in real time using only their observation)
would improve the accuracy of the rating performance.
In the section on patient impairment profiles, the respondents
all agreed that the participants in the mild to moderate
impairment range (as opposed to only mild or only moderate)
were the most challenging to evaluate, with T1 noting that
“the patients in the middle are always the hardest to judge
because their movement patterns are likely more varied. In
other words, a person may be considered moderately
impaired overall, but will have elements of mild and severe
movements intermixed.” These comments conform with
patterns observed in health related ratings and expert ratings
in other fields. “Easy” instances are the ones at the edges of
a continuum (not impaired, very impaired) and thus further
away from decision boundaries [27, 29, 33].

We asked the therapists if there was anything we might need
to change in the rubric, or standardize in the assessment
instructions to achieve greater rater agreement. T4 called for
additional clarification in the rubric stating: “Clarification
may remove more of the subjective rating tendencies and
give a clearer picture of what exactly is "abnormal" or "nonfunctional" about the movements. I think the issue is that
abnormal and non-functional are not synonymous and
individuals can use a wide array of movements to accomplish
the same functional task.
DISCUSSION

Our ultimate end goal is to create robust, scalable and
affordable semi-automated systems to realize data supported
rehabilitation in the home. Over several years, through
extensive interdisciplinary collaboration and with much trial
and error, we established a standardized set of humancentered processes for making as much of the expert
therapist patient movement assessment process explicit,
standardized and quantifiable.
We embedded this
codification within an interactive camera based system.
Expert therapists are able to use this system for adaptive
training of patients with different levels of impairment and
rate the resulting videos of patients performing the exercises
with good consistency. The codification and rating processes
are also helping the participating therapists understand
nuances about their own approach to therapy which
hopefully will continue to improve their emerging ability to
make standardized evidence-based decisions. Key outcomes
and recommendations for other researchers engaged in the
computer assisted evaluation of human movement include:
Constraining the observed movement space

Automating the capture and assessment of complex human
movement requires careful constraint of the observed set of
movement features. System designers need to engage in
lengthy ethnographic and observational work within
different movement contexts to assist in the generation of a
limited set of artifacts, environments and activities that are
extensible, standardized, and will support therapy at scale.
Moving from subjective and intuitive observations towards a
computable index is likely to be more successful with expert
input leading to the development of an initial state-machine
representation of the selected activities and their segment
vocabulary.
Capturing movement data

Trade-offs are required when proposing a movement capture
approach in terms of cost, reliability, accuracy, appeal, and
usability. Technical infrastructure needs to be routinely
powered/charged, and calibrated and positioned consistently,
while interactive software needs to be reasonably intuitive to
use and suitable for the target participant demographic
(patients and therapists). Careful selection of captured
participants is required to ensure diversity across a
distribution of humans, with considerable coverage required
for “those in the middle” who may present a more complex
set of movements to assess.

Assessing movement data

A maximum of 3 – 4 assessment features (as in Table 3) per
movement segment is recommended in order to facilitate
standardized observation and training of experts in using
movement rubrics consistently. Tightly coupling the
movement features with a simple rating approach and
providing standardized operational definitions for translating
observation to rating can also add a strong interpretive
understanding to each of the quantified scores. Instrumenting
digital rating tools to best support in the correct
implementation of the scoring rubric can potentially increase
inter-rater reliability. It is recommended that the expert
designers of the assessment approach also be the first users
of the rating tool as they are most familiar with the intent of
the measurement approach.
Iterative in-situ and online discussion

We recommend in-person expert-led workshops where
discussion can involve participants enacting observed
movements from captured videos and soliciting comments
on their own performance. Within these workshops, the
captured video artifacts can serve to focus analysis on the
particularities of the captured individuals, as opposed to the
memories of the movement experts. In addition,
collaborative online surveys and video sessions can help
continuously reveal insights from the assessed data back to
the raters which may have a calibrating effect.
Mitigating potential issues

We observed that the therapists in our study did not always
consistently remember to use the checklist of movement
features as a way to document their rating interpretation. We
have subsequently inverted the rating process in our current
version of the annotation tool. In each segment, the therapist
raters are given the list of movement features to focus on and
must select, by checking a box, features they consider to be
impaired in that segment. Their interpretation of movement
function then automatically generates the score following the
rules of the rubric (no checked movement features gives a
rating of 3, one checked feature a 2 and two or more a 1).
This tighter tool/rubric alignment should enable greater
inter-rater reliability and consistency.
From an assessment perspective, we tried opening up the
annotation system to 10 additional raters (with no experience
of the project) and even with several hours of collective
system training, the inter-rater correlation became even
lower. In comparison, the two most experienced therapists in
the rating studies (T2 and T3) provided the most internally
consistent ratings that were also closest each time to the
mode. One reason for this may be that their years of
experience help make them cognitively more aware of their
biases or signature style. Our approach moving forward is
have two dedicated physical therapists working on the
project one day a week to label videos throughout 2020.
The experience of developing our standardization process
was lengthy, highly iterative, and time-consuming. For
example, we made initial assumptions about the length of

time it might take for the rehabilitation experts to agree on
the movement rubric that became challenging to negotiate
and manage after the initial in-situ workshops. This required
us to speed up development of our online version of the tool
in order to facilitate continued rating of videos while the
ideas were still “fresh” in the minds of the raters. This led to
considerable technical issues dealing with different operating
systems, hospital firewalls, and the diversity of general
technical knowledge and support expectations across the
rating participants. To address this, we propose more
extended training sessions using encrypted researcher
controlled machines in the formative stages of data collection
and annotation.
FUTURE WORK

We are installing our system in three major rehabilitation
clinics in the United States with the goal of capturing patients
performing the 15 activities described in this paper. The tool
will also be adapted to capture patients performing the
activities of a widely used clinical tool for the functional
assessment of stroke survivors, the Action Research Arm
Test (ARAT) [37]. Over 200 patients will be captured
performing the two sets of activities and the videos will be
rated by expert therapists across the three clinics. The
captured data will then be used to train machine learning
algorithms for the automated segmentation and assessment
of the movement performance. The algorithms will support
the automated assessment of the ARAT in the clinic and the
semi-automated implementation of long-term therapy in the
home. The availability of highly standardized and
interpretable video and rating datasets will make feasible the
development of machine learning algorithms even though
the dataset is relatively small and noisy. This approach
therefore can address a long term problem of applying
machine learning to complex health contexts, where the
capture and analysis of data is challenging, costly, and
requires significant effort.
CONCLUSION

Achieving semi-automated rehabilitation or developing
standardized assistive tools for movement capture and
assessment requires a carefully measured process to ensure
the full scope and intricacy of the problem space is revealed.
We present a series of methodical steps demonstrating our
approach within the context of upper extremity stroke
rehabilitation. The strategic workflow of these steps can be
generalized as follows: helping experts reveal, articulate, and
standardize their process; creating tools to capture data and
reflect on the process; and creating annotation assessment
tools that assist in the efficacy and efficiency of the entire
process. This methodical approach can potentially be used in
many other situations that involve the capture and
assessment of complex human performance.
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